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Abstract

In a context of global change, the inland navigation transport has gained interest with economic and 1

environmental benefits. The development of this means of conveyance requires the improvement of its 2

management rules to deal with the increase of navigation (schedules and frequency) and the potential 3

impact of global change. To achieve this aim, it is firstly necessary to have a better knowledge about 4

the dynamics of inland navigation networks and their interaction with the environment. Secondly, 5

the potential effects of global change have to be anticipated. This paper focuses on the modeling of 6

inland navigation reaches. An inland navigation network is a large scale distributed system composed 7

of several interconnected reaches. These reaches are characterized by non-linearities, time-delays and 8

generally no significant slope. To deal with these particularities, a gray-box model is proposed. It 9

consists in determining the delays according to physical characteristics of the systems. The parameters 10

of the model are identified with measured data. The gray-box model is used to reproduce the dynamics 11

of the Cuinchy-Fontinettes reach located in the north of France. 12
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1 Introduction13

The alternative which is offered by the transport using inland navigation networks appears to be in-14

creasingly interesting in a global change context. This means of transport provides economic and15

environmental benefits (29; 28) by offering access to the urban and industrial centers of the continent,16

and allowing an efficient, quieter, and safer transport of goods (5). Inland navigation networks in the17

north of Europe are developping to accommodate large broad gauge boats and to increase the naviga-18

tion schedules. In this way, it is more than 42, 000 km of canals, rivers and canalized rivers which can19

benefit to the progress on Information and Communication Technology (ICT), such as new sensors and20

actuators (6; 16), or SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems. This last decade,21

SCADA systems have been developped for inland navigation systems (7; 36), and for irrigation canals22

(32; 27; 34), to improve their control (31; 22), their maintenance and their security (1). More and23

more inland navigation networks are modernizing by the implementation of SCADA systems. These24

networks are telecontrolled with the main objective to insure the seaworthiness requirements for the25

accommodation of the broad gauge boats. The seaworthiness is insured by the maintain of the water26

level of the navigation channels close to a Normal Navigation Level (NNL). The control of the wa-27

ter levels is complex due to the increasing of the gauge of the boats and of the navigation schedules,28

but mainly to extreme events due to global change. In effect, longer periods of drought and stronger29

and more frequent flood events are expected in the future. The effects and consequences of global30

change are studied for several years, taking into account social, economic and environmental aspects31

(10; 18; 30). In particular, starting from meteorological models at the planetary scale, climatic sce-32

narios have been built to forecast the future state of the water resource on horizons from 10 years to33

100 years. In addition of a greater frequency and intensity of extreme weather events, these future34

projections suggest the increase of the water temperature and the modification of river morphology.35

These conclusions are shared by studies of the impact of global change of the main French river basins36

(4; 11), of the Mediterranean basin in (17), basins in U.K. (19; 2) and China (35). The PIANC1 organ-37

isation published a report by considering various projected scenarios on waterways (15). It highlights38

the future stronger constraints linked to water supply and quality in inland navigation. These studies39

propose some measures for adapting the management of inland navigation networks in global change40

context. For waterway operation, it is recommended to improve the management of water flow and41

to propose decision support systems which gather adaptive management strategies. Following these42

recommendations, an adaptive and predictive control architecture for the management of inland navi-43
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gation networks has been proposed in (13). This architecture aims at studying the resilience of inland 44

navigation networks against extreme climate events, and to improve the management rules. In con- 45

sequence, it requires a model of inland navigation networks. Generally, inland navigation networks 46

cover several watersheds and are supplied with water by natural inflow. They are composed by inter- 47

connected canalized rivers and artificial channels separated by locks. Each part of a river or a channel 48

between two locks is refered as navigation reach. These reaches are large open-channel systems with 49

no significant slope and characterized by multi-inputs-multi-ouputs (MIMO) and time-delays. More- 50

over, they can be affected by resonance waves. An inland navigation reach can be modeled by the 51

Saint-Venant Partial Differential Equations (8) whose solution involves numerical approaches accord- 52

ing to discretization scheme. These numerical approaches are rather complex to handle in the control, 53

Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) or management strategy design. On the other hand, the modeling 54

techniques based on the simplification and linearization of the Saint-Venant equations such as in (23), 55

might not be applicable to MIMO systems and they can not reflect the wave phenomenon. In (3), a 56

control algorithm based on Model Predictive Control (MPC) is proposed to model a navigation reach 57

with the aim to compensate or to reduce the waves impacting the reach. But the proposed model is 58

only dedicated for control algorithm design. An alternative consists in proposing modeling approaches 59

based on system identification techniques. Due to the importance of the transfer-delays, it is easier 60

to have an a priori knowledge of them or to use a preliminary estimation technique according to the 61

measurements on the system. Thus, this approach consists in a gray-box modeling (12). Gray box 62

modeling is a popular approach for modeling real systems, combining both black box and white box 63

methodologies (33). It has the advantage of using both physical a priori knowledge of the system 64

for model structure development, and parameter estimation from available experimental data. That is, 65

gray box modeling of systems involves constructing a model structure based on physical knowledge 66

of the system and model identification using estimation methods. In this paper, a gray-box modeling 67

approach for MIMO time-delay open-channel systems is proposed. It is based on identification tech- 68

niques that use data from measurements. This modeling approach is used to reproduce the dynamics 69

of the Cuinchy-Fontinettes Reach (CFR). The CFR is an inland navigation reach located in the north 70

of France. When the CFR locks are operated, a wave is created that is able to travel several times back 71

and forth in the reach. These waves can be more than ten centimeters high. The structure of the paper 72

is the following: Section II is dedicated to the description of an adaptive and predictive control archi- 73

tecture for the management of inland navigation network and the proposition of the gray box modeling 74

approach. In Section III, the CFR is described and the gray box modeling approach is applied to it. The 75

effectiveness of the proposed modeling approach is shown using a 1D hydrodynamic software based 76
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Figure 1: Normal Navigation Level inside the navigation rectangle.

on Saint-Venant equations (26) in Section IV. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section V.77

2 Background78

2.1 Adaptive and predictive control architecture79

The main management objective of the inland navigation networks is to guarantee the seaworthiness80

requirement of each reach, i.e. the Normal Navigation Level (NNL) (see Figure 1). These levels are81

principally disturbed by the navigation and the lock operations. During lock operations, large volume82

of water is withdrawn from the upstream reach and supplied to the downstream reach causing a wave83

to travel to both directions; upstream to downstream, and downstream to upstream after reflection.84

Generally, these waves are not significant. But sometimes, due to the dimension of the locks, the85

amplitude of the wave exceeds several tens of centimeters. This wave is reflected at the downstream86

end of the channel and travels several times back and forth. To reduce the effect of wave and to87

maintain the NNL, it is necessary to control the gates which are generally located beside the locks.88

Another possibility is to control the discharges from natural rivers. The water levels are controlled89

by gates and measuerd by tele-operating sensors. The management rules have to consider other strong90

constraints during drought and wet periods. During drought periods, the water for industry, agriculture,91

ecological aims and drinking water, has bigger priority than the water for navigation. Some restrictions92

on navigation can be imposed during these periods. The navigation is managed by the planning of93

ship conveys. However, the locks and gates have to be operated to maintain a minimal water flow94

(ecological flow) in order to decrease the water temperature, to increase the oxygen rate in the water95
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Figure 2: Adaptive and predictive control architecture.

and to limit the modification of the ecosystem, such as the development of algae. During wet periods, 96

some management protocols have to be applied. By experience, the navigation reaches are supplied by 97

natural rivers even if the locks and gates are closed. So, before the occurrence of wet events, the level 98

of each navigation channel is decreased and their gates and locks are closed. The gates or the locks 99

are operated only when the level of the reaches attained a critical limit beyond which the banks can 100

be damaged. The amplitude and the frequency of extreme scenarios of drought and flood should be 101

increased in the future as a consequence of global change. It is thus necessary to anticipate the effects 102

of these events on the navigation reaches, by a study of their resilience and by the proposal of improved 103

management strategies. To achieve these aims, an adaptive and predictive control architecture has been 104

proposed in (13) as depicted in Figure 2. This architecture is based on a SCADA system allowing 105

the tele-control of the navigation network. A Human Machine Interface (HMI) is dedicated to the 106

supervision of the inland navigation network by a supervisor. The management constraints and rules 107

are gathered in the Management Objectives and Constraints Generation module (MOCG). To perform 108

the management of the inland navigation network, a Hybrid Control Accommodation module (HCA) 109

allows the determination of setpoints (Management Strategies block) according to the current state 110

(Supervision block) and the forecasting of the future state (Prognosis block) of the network. These 111

strategies can be adapted or improved according to the Decision Support module (DS). It is dedicated 112
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Figure 3: Time delays τ yi,j between each measurement point

to test the resilience of the network against extreme scenarios, and to design adaptive management113

strategies. In a first step, this module is used offline. Realistic scenarios of extreme events are built114

according to past events and to the knowledge on global change consequences. They are tested on a115

simulator of inland navigation networks. Thus, the DS module requires models of the dynamics of the116

inland navigation networks.117

2.2 Inland navigation reach modeling118

The modeling of inland navigation reaches is necessary to design adaptive and predictive management119

strategies, control algorithms and FDI techniques such as proposed in (20; 14). A navigation reach120

belongs to the class of open-channel systems with the particularity of very mild slope. By considering121

the operating points corresponding to the NNL, the dynamics of a reach can be modeled by a linear122

model. The structure of the model is selected in order to be suitable for the design of control strategies,123

FDI algorithms, etc., and particularly for MIMO systems. The proposed modeling approach assumes124

a first order plus time delay structure for every input/output pair. The output variables are chosen as125

the ny measured water levels Li(k) in several selected points of the system. The input variables of the126

model correspond to the nu input/output discharges Ql(k) (see Figure 3). Finally, time delay matrices127

τy and τu are considered for each output and input variables of the model to take into account the128

transfer delays of the reach leading to the following model129
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yk+1 = Ayk|τy +Buk|τu (1)

where matrices A ∈ Rny×ny .ny and B ∈ Rny×nu.ny are the input and output matrices, respectively.

At each time k, the vector uk|τui ∈ Rnu.ny representing the input variable is defined according to the

delay matrix τu and the vector yk|τy ∈ Rny .ny representing the delayed output variables according to

the delay matrix τy. The matrices τy ∈ Nny×ny and τu ∈ Nnu×ny gather the time delays between each

measurement point (see Figure 3), and between each measurement point and each input and output of

the system, respectively. For example, the value of τyi,j ∈ N is the time delay between the measurement

points Li and Lj .

τy =


0 τy1,2 · · · τy1,ny

τy2,1 0 · · · τy2,ny

...
...

. . .
...

τyny ,1
τyny ,2

· · · 0

 (2)

The time delays τyi,j are equal to 0 for i = j. The time delay matrices τy and τu are supposed to be 130

known and constant. 131

The elements of the matrices τy and τu can be obtained a priori by correlation methods (data-

based procedure) or from the physical knowledge of the system. Consider two points along the canal,

separated by a distance D: upstream and downstream points. According to (21), the theoretical value

of the upstream time delay between these two points is evaluated by computing the integral:

τup =

∫ D

0

dl

c(l) + v(l)
(3)

with c(l) and v(l) representing the celerity and the velocity respectively. This corresponds to the

minimum time required for a perturbation to travel from the upstream point to the downstream point.

Analogously, the downstream time delay τdw can be evaluated by:

τdw =

∫ D

0

dl

c(l)− v(l)
(4)

and corresponds to the maximum time required for a perturbation to travel from the downstream point

to the upstream point. In both cases, we recover the classical value in the uniform case when v and c

are constant: τup = D
c+v and τdw = D

c−v , with c =
√
g Sb and v = Q

S . The cross sectional area S and

the bottom width b are chosen constant as the mean values, g is the gravity and Q is the average flow

of the canal. The vector yk in (1) is:

yk = [L1(k) L2(k) · · · Lny(k)]T (5)
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Thus, the vector yk|τy is built according to the matrix τy such as:

yk|τy = [L1(k − τy1,1) L2(k − τy1,2) · · · Lny(k − τy1,ny
)

L1(k − τy2,1) L2(k − τy2,2) · · · Lny(k − τy2,ny
)

· · · Lny(k − τyny ,ny)]T

(6)

The vector uk|τu is built according to the matrix τu similarly as relation (6):

uk|τu = [Q1(k − τu1,1) Q2(k − τu1,2) · · · Qnu(k − τu1,nu
)

Q1(k − τu2,1) Q2(k − τu2,2) · · · Qnu(k − τu2,nu
)

· · · Qnu(k − τuny ,nu
)]T

(7)

The input and output matrices are defined as:

A =


a11 a12 · · · a1ny

0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0

0 0 · · · 0 a21 a22 · · · a2ny
· · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 · · · a
ny
ny

 (8)

B =


b11 b12 · · · b1nu

0 0 · · · 0 · · · 0

0 0 · · · 0 b21 b22 · · · b2nu
· · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · 0 0 0 · · · 0 · · · b
ny
nu

 (9)

After the structure of the model has been defined, the objective is to identify the matrices A and B.

Model (1) can be rewritten as:

ŷk+1 = M Φk (10)

with M = [A B] and Φk = [yk|τy uk|τu ]T . Then, the matrix M has to be determined according to

an identification approach using available measured data. The data correspond to N samples of the

discharges Qi and levels Li measured on a time interval. Based on relation (10), the matrix M is

estimated in the following way:

M̂ = Y Φ
T

(Φ Φ
T

)−1 (11)

with Y = [yT+1 · · · yN ], Φ = [ΦT · · · ΦN−1], and T = max(τy) + 1 where max(τy) being the132

maximum entry of the matrix τy(see relation (2)).133
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Considering the characteristics of the matrices A and B, and the size of Y and Φ, it is easier

to identify separately each line of M , before rebuilding the global matrices A and B. The zeros of

matrices A and B are not considered during the identification step. It is based on the principle that

each output variable can be expressed such as the first output variable:

L1(k + 1) = a11 L1(k − τy1,1) + a12 L2(k − τy1,2) + · · ·

+a1ny
Lny(k − τy1,ny

) + b11 Q1(k − τu1,1)

+b12 Q2(k − τu1,2) + · · ·+ b1nu
Qnu(k − τu1,nu

)

(12)

Using this particular structure of the model, the dynamics of a real navigation reach can be identi- 134

fied. The Cuinchy-Fontinettes reach is presented in the next section. 135

3 Cuinchy-Fontinettes reach 136

3.1 Presentation 137

In the north of France, the inland navigation network allows the navigation of broad gauge ships from 138

the regions in the north of Paris to the port of Dunkerque and to Belgium. This network covers three 139

watersheds: the Aa, the Lys and the Scarpe watersheds (see Figure 4). Due to the topography, the canal- 140

ized rivers and channels are separated by locks which allow the navigation. The Cuinchy-Fontinettes 141

navigation reach (CFR) is located in the center of the network, between the upstream lock of Cuinchy 142

at the East of the town Bethune and the downstream lock of Fontinettes at the Southwest of the town 143

Saint-Omer. The CFR has a major importance for the management of this inland navigation network. 144

The first part of the CFR, i.e. 28.7 km from Cuinchy to Aire-sur-la-Lys, is called ‘canal d’Aire’ and has 145

been built in 1820 (see Figure 5). The second part of the channel, i.e. 13.6 km from Aire-sur-la-Lys 146

to Saint-Omer, is called ‘canal de Neuffossé’ and has been built in the eleventh century. The direction 147

of the flow is from Cuinchy to Fontinettes. The CFR is entirely artificial without significant slope and 148

with 614 different transversal cross sections which have to be considered. The CFR is managed by 149

VNF (Voies Navigables de France) whose role is to maintain the level of the channel at NNL = 19.52 150

NGF (Nivellement Général de la France, i.e. altitude landmark in France). To reach this aim, three 151

points of the CFR must be controlled: 152

• At Cuinchy; a lock and a gate which are located side by side, 153

• At Aire-sur-la-Lys; the gate called ‘Porte de Garde’, 154

• At Fontinettes; a lock. 155
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Figure 4: Inland navigation network in the north of France.

Cuinchy gate and lock

Fontinettes lock

Aire-sur-Lys gate

L2

L1

L3

Q2

Q3

Q1

Figure 5: Scheme of the Cuinchy-Fontinettes navigation reach.

The Cuinchy lock is composed of a 2 m high chamber with a volume of 3700 m3. The maximum156

discharge which sypplies or empties the chamber is equal to 11 m3/s. The chamber of the Fontinettes157
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Figure 6: Example cross section of the CFR, with dots the measured points are shown.

lock is 13 m high with a volume of 25000 m3, and a maximum discharge equal to 30 m3/s. The 158

control of Cuinchy and Fontinettes locks is constrained by the navigation demand. The valves that 159

supply and empty the lock chambers are controlled by the lock-keeper according to several conditions: 160

number of ships, size of ships, etc. Thus, the time of a lock operation, i.e. the discharge, is never the 161

same. In any case, the operation of the locks causes a wave phenomenon which impacts the CFR. In 162

particular, the operation of the Fontinettes lock can cause a wave with an amplitude which exceeds 13 163

cm. This wave is attenuated only after 2 hours. 164

3.2 CFR modeling on SIC software 165

The model proposed in (3) is based on the Saint-Venant equations. It is a simplified model of the 166

CFR which is dedicated to the controller design to limit the impact of this wave. In (12), the proposed 167

gray-box model is identified with data from the SIC-1D hydrodynamic model (26) by considering the 168

CFR such as a channel with a rectangular profile. In this paper, the 614 transversal cross sections 169

are considered. In order to implement the geometry of the CFR, measurement data is needed. The 170

cross section data is stored as x and z coordinates: x containing the horizontal distance and z is the 171

elevation. An example of the cross section to be implemented using SIC is shown in Figure 6. These 172

cross sections contain several data points, however in order to implement them using SIC the limit is 24. 173

Thus, the number of points in each cross section have been reduced to 24 points. Altogether 614 cross 174

section files have been implemented using SIC. Then, the locks and gates are considered as the inputs 175

and outputs of the SIC model. The operation of the locks corresponds to a discharge during a time, with 176
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Figure 7: Cuinchy lock operations for different discharge schedules.
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Figure 8: Fontinettes lock operations for different discharge schedules.

a trapezoidal pattern as shown in Figures 7 and 8 for Cuinchy and Fontinettes, respectively. Finally,177

SIC is used to reproduce the dynamics of the CFR, particularly the wave phenomenon. However, SIC178

is a deterministic model. It requires that all the data are known. In the real case, all the data are in179

general not available due to unknown inputs or outputs, noise etc. The gray-box modeling presents the180

advantage to deal with some uncertainties. In this paper, the gray-box model is valuated using data181

from SIC.182
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3.3 Gray-box modeling 183

The CFR is a MIMO system with three inputs, Q1 for Cuinchy, Q2 for Aire-sur-la-Lys, and Q3 for

Fontinettes, i.e. nu = 3. The levels of the CFR are measured at three points; L1 at Cuinchy, L2

at Aire-sur-la-lys and L3 at Fontinettes, i.e. ny = 3. The time-delays are determined according to

relations (3) and (4), with the mean cross sectional area S and the maximum discharge Qmax. The

mean cross sectional area S is computed according to the mean bottom width equal to 52 m and

the water depth which corresponds to the NNL, i.e. 4.26 m. The maximum discharge is evaluated

according to the Fontinettes lock operation and is equal to Qmax = 7.6 m3/s. The matrices τy = τu

are given in minutes:

τy =


0 74 109

75 0 35

110 36 0

 (13)

The vector yk is:

yk = [L1(k) L2(k) L3(k)]T (14)

and the vector yk|τy is given by:

yk|τy = [L1(k − τy1,1) L2(k − τy1,2) L3(k − τy1,3)

L1(k − τy2,1) L2(k − τy2,2) L3(k − τy2,3)

L1(k − τy3,1) L2(k − τy3,2) L3(k − τy3,3]T
(15)

The vector uk|τu is:

uk|τu = [Q1(k − τu1,1) Q2(k − τu1,2) Q3(k − τu1,3)

Q1(k − τu2,1) Q2(k − τu2,2) Q3(k − τu2,3)

Q1(k − τu3,1) Q2(k − τu3,2) Q3(k − τu3,3)]T
(16)

The modeling approach consists in identifying the coefficients of the output and input matrices defined

as:

A =


a11 a12 a13 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 a21 a22 a23 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 a31 a32 a33

 (17)

B =


b11 b12 b13 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 b21 b22 b23 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 b31 b32 b33

 (18)
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Figure 9: Scenario 1, (a) discharges at Cuinchy Q1 (blue line), at Aire-sur-la-Lys Q2 (red line) and at

Fontinettes Q3 (black line), levels at (b) Cuinchy L1, (c) Aire-sur-la-Lys L2 and (d) Fontinettes L3.

3.4 Identification of the CFR gray-box model184

The identification task consists in estimating the coefficients of the matrices A and B according to185

equations (11). To achieve this aim, the model of the CFR which is implemented using SIC is used to186

generate data. The proposed scenarios consist in the simulation of the lock and gate operations. The187

first scenario entitled ‘scenario 1’ is used for the identification of the matrices A and B. It corresponds188

to two days of navigation with Cuinchy and Fontinettes lock operations. During these two days, the189

CFR is crossed by 10 ships. The time of the lock operations is different (see Figure 9.a). The CFR190

is also supplied by the gate at Aire-sur-la-Lys (see Figure 9.a). This discharge allows to maintain the191

NNL despite the Fontinettes operations. The Cuinchy lock operations cause wave phenomenon with192

a maximum amplitude of 8 cm (see Figure 9.b). The operations of the Fontinettes lock cause wave193

phenomenon along the CFR with an amplitude maximum equal to 13 cm (see Figure 9.d). This wave194

phenomenon is propagated along the CFR (see Figure 9.c). These signals obtained according to the195

SIC software are used to identify the model of the CFR. Due to the properties of the signals, the matrix196

(Φ Φ
T

) of the equation (11) can be singular. Thus it is often necessary to use the Moore-Penrose197

pseudoinverse of this matrix. Finally, the coefficients of the matrices A and B are given by Tables 1198

and 2, respectively. After the identification step, the outputs of the model ŷk and the measured levels199
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a11 a12 a13 a21 a22 a23 a31 a32 a33

8.73 1.16 0.11 0.44 9.43 0.14 0.92 1.26 7.81

Table 1: Coefficients of the matrix A (×10−1).

b11 b12 b13 b21 b22 b23 b31 b32 b33

1.14 0.78 −0.09 −0.08 0.23 0.05 −0.14 3.48 1.75

Table 2: Coefficients of the matrix B (×10−3).
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Figure 10: Scenario 1 - estimated (red dashed line) and measured (blue continuous line) levels at (a)

Cuinchy L1, (b) Aire-sur-la-Lys L2 and (c) Fontinettes L3.

yk = [L1(k) L2(k) L3(k)]T are compared as depicted in Figure 10. The estimated ouputs in red 200

dashed line are very close to the measured levels in blue continuous line. To estimate the effectiveness 201

of the model, a fitting indicator (FIT) is defined as FIT = (1− 1
N−T

∑ ||ŷ−y||2
||y−ym||2 )× 100, where ym is 202

a column vector composed of the mean value of y. For this scenario, the FIT is given for each level in 203

Table 3. The effectiveness of the CFR model has to be estimated on other scenarios. These tests are 204

presented in the next section. 205
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FITL1 FITL2 FITL3

92 98 81

Table 3: FIT indicators for the ‘scenario 1’ (%).

‘scenario 2’ ‘scenario 3’

FITL1 FITL2 FITL3 FITL1 FITL2 FITL3

85 95 75 83 94 75

Table 4: FIT indicators for the ‘scenario 2’ and ‘scenario 3’ (%).

4 Evaluation of the CFR gray-box model206

The evaluation of the effectiveness of the CFR model is carried out according to several scenarios.207

All of these scenarios have not presented herein but two of them are detailed. The second scenario,208

entitled ‘scenario 2’, consists in the simulation of 2 days of navigation with the crossing of 7 ships the209

first day and 7 the second day according to the navigation scheduling. The time of the Cuinchy and210

Fontinettes lock operations is not the same during these two days (see Figure 11.a). The gate at Aire-211

sur-la-Lys is also opened to supply water to the CFR. The outputs of the model ŷk and the measured212

levels yk are depicted in Figures 11.b, 11.c and 11.d for each level, in dashed red line and continuous213

blue line respectively. The gray-box outputs are close to the measured levels. It is confirmed by the214

errors εyk = yk − ŷk as shown in Figure 12. The third scenario, entitled ‘scenario 3’, consists in the215

simulation of 2 days of navigation. The CFR is also crossed by 7 ships the first day and 7 the second216

day. In this scenario, the time of the Cuinchy lock operations is the same whereas the Fontinettes lock217

operations are different (see Figure 13.a). The discharge in Aire-sur-la-Lys is controlled to supply the218

CFR. For each level, the outputs of the model ŷk and the measured levels yk are depicted in Figure219

13.b, -13.c and 13.d, in dashed red line and continuous blue line respectively. The errors εyk between220

ŷk and yk for ‘scenario 3’ are shown in Figure 14. In these two scenarios, the estimated outputs are221

close to the measured data, as shown the Figures 11 and 13. The FIT indicators (see Table 4) confirm222

the effectiveness of the CFR gray-box model on these scenarios. Finally, the maximum of the absolute223

errors between the outputs of the model and the measured levels for both scenarios are given in Table224

5225
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Figure 11: Scenario 2 of 2 navigation days with the Cuinchy lock and Fontinettes lock operations, (a) Dis-

charges in Cuinchy (blue line), in Aire-sur-la-Lys (red line) and in Fontinettes (black line), and estimated

(red dashed line) and measured (blue continuous line) levels at (b) Cuinchy L1, (c) Aire-sur-la-Lys L2 and

(d) Fontinettes L3.

‘scenario 2’ ‘scenario 3’

max(|εL1|) max(|εL2|) max(|εL3|) max(|εL1|) max(|εL2|) max(|εL3|)

0.028 0.005 0.13 0.032 0.004 0.14

Table 5: Maximum of the absolute errors between the outputs of the model and the measured levels for

the ‘scenario 2’ and ‘scenario 3’ in meter [m].

5 Conclusion 226

The gray-box model proposed in this paper is used to reproduce the dynamics of inland navigation 227

reaches in particular the wave phenomenon. It requires a good estimation of the time-delays character- 228

izing the dynamics of the open-channel system. Then, according to available data from measurement 229

or obtained from a simulation software based on the Saint-Venant equations, the parameters of the 230

gray-model are identified. Finally, the identified model is evaluated according to other data. The pro- 231

posed approach is applied on the Cuinchy-Fontinettes reach located in the north of France. This reach 232
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Figure 12: Scenario 2 - Errors between the outputs of the model and the measured levels, (a) εL1(k) -

Cuinchy, (b) εL2(k) - Aire-sur-la-Lys, and (c) εL3(k) - Fontinettes.

is a large system equipped with locks and gates. It is impacted by wave phenomenon due to the lock233

operations. The identification approach is performed according to data from the SIC software that234

computes the numerical solution of the Saint-Venant equations. The real transversal cross sections of235

the Cuinchy-Fontinettes reach have been implemented. Then, the effectiveness of the identified model236

is evaluated by considering several scenarios of navigation. The future improvements will consist in237

dealing with real data which are measured on the Cuinchy-Fontinettes reach. Since now, the proposed238

gray-box model can be used to design control algorithms or Fault Detection and Isolation techniques.239

The reliability of the inland navigation networks in a global change context can also be studied.240
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Figure 13: Scenario 3 of 2 navigation days with the Cuinchy lock and Fontinettes lock operations, (a) Dis-

charges in Cuinchy (blue line), in Aire-sur-la-Lys (red line) and in Fontinettes (black line), and estimated

(red dashed line) and measured (blue continuous line) levels at (b) Cuinchy L1, (c) Aire-sur-la-Lys L2 and

(d) Fontinettes L3.
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